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The 2017 Gordon Research Conference on Visualization in Science and Education will
continue a 20+ year-long tradition of bringing together a diverse community of practitioners and
researchers engaged in the production, study, and application of visualizations to advance and
promote scientific understanding. The theme for the 2017 conference is “Scientific Visualization
for Decision-Making.” This interdisciplinary meeting will explore the various ways that data are
visualized and leveraged to help diverse stakeholders make informed decisions based on
scientific evidence. Speakers will discuss the cognitive underpinnings of human decision-making
and how it is affected by the availability of visualizations. Presentations will include cutting-edge
research on how visualizations support both the day-to-day decisions made by investigators and
case studies of visualizations proven critical for scientific discovery. Novel research will also be
presented that demonstrates how the design of a visualization influences decisions made by
policymakers and the general public.
This meeting brings together scientists, artists and other professionals to discuss
cutting-edge research and development. Scientist-participants include those in the physical,
natural, cognitive, learning and computer sciences, while artists represent a variety of
presentation media. Meeting participants are primarily from research universities, but
participants from federal agencies, museums, and entrepreneurs eager to discuss ways to
leverage research on scientific visualizations for the public good are regular attendees. Indeed,
participants typically comment on the unique opportunity this meeting provides for crossdisciplinary discussion and collaboration.
As in previous years, there will be a weekend workshop preceding the main conference
(Aug 5-6), to allow a small group of conference-goers to work together in a hands-on
format. The theme of this year’s workshop is “Educating Skillful Visualizers,” including strands
on fostering learners’ visualization competencies and assessing those competencies. A shared
focus throughout both strands will be on social and cognitive processes and strategies that
underlie learning with visualizations. Conveners for the workshop include SILC associates Tim
Shipley and Kim Kastens.
You can find the meeting agenda
at https://www.grc.org/programs.aspx?id=14030. Further information about the pre-conference
workshop is at http://gordon2017.lsri.uic.edu/workshops.shtml.

